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disregarding these concerns, the british government commissioned an internal inquiry into the colony's emergency policy of detention which was led by retired labour mp alec
douglas-home, lord chief justice of england, and lord chief justice of wales. respecting the bbc (now the british broadcasting corporation) and the daily mail, 89 the inquiry used

mass interviews with former colonial camp residents and officials who had been subject to interrogation and abuse. the commissioners that interviewed these men and women were
not blind to the need to publicly improve the image of the british government, a necessity that they were keen to accomplish with a report that was to be tabled in the house of

commons as a review of the structure and function of the special branch. the 1948 90 amendment to the aliens act had significantly extended the powers of detention for scotland
yard and special branch officers in relation to those suspected of being "illegal immigrants". as the german military defeated france and forced the latter to relinquish her colonies
in franceâ€™s traditional imperial territory, the british debated how to respond. as the general staff assessed the military implications of the french defeat, its staff members and

imperial cabinet debated the policy implications. the british cabinet had been divided in its response to the public backlash in france over the loss of french colonies and the size of
the british landmass. all three cabinet members thought that france should be pressured to relinquish its colonial empire; the cabinet also agreed that the british should halt all
purchases of land in the belgian congo at the end of the year. in contrast, the lead members of the imperial war council, several of whose members were not members of the

cabinet, thought that the british should relinquish their most valuable colonies only gradually. in addition, the advocates of retrenchment also pointed to the rising state budgets of
germany, france, and italy, which would make these countries less of a potential threat in the immediate future.
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